As campuses complete the end-of-year Istation testing of students, there are a number of easy Decision Ed reports to assist you in analyzing your student and campus progress.

**NOTE:** These reports use the Overall Reading Level—not the Text Fluency level.

Want to just see your basic results for students tested in any month? Use Report #R000873 School—Istation Performance Comparison to see an overview of all test results for the selected year with the percentage at each tier. (District users can select Report #R000870.) Clicking on any of the hyperlinks will bring up the student list testing at that level in the month selected.

**Istation for District Goals**

What about progress towards the district goals? Report #R000865 is designed to match results with students tested in both selected months. (District users can run Report #R000868.) You will be prompted to select the school, assessment language, assessment year and then two months for comparison. If you select the most recent month under the “1st Month for Comparison” (such as May), the resulting percentage will be the percent of students who tested at that tier in May and then will display where they were in September. If you select September first, you will see the percentage at each tier in September and where they are now. Try both ways to explore. The hyperlinks lead you to your kids, unless they are no longer on your campus (not “Current Enrollment”). **Remember:** This report will only display results of MATCHED students who tested in both of the months selected.

**Istation Three-Month Comparison**

You can even see a three-month comparison with a breakdown of student tier progress from September to January to May. Check out Report #R000915 (or #R000913 for District users). From this view, you can follow a group of students who tested Tier 3 in September, moved to Tier 2 in January, and then Tier 1 in May, or any other combination of results. Clicking on the hyperlinked total gives the list of students who are represented by the data.

**Student Istation History**

At any time, you can select a particular student and pull an individual Istation History. Just use Report #LR000025. It will display the results for every test taken by the selected student.
Which gender is most likely to enroll in advanced courses? CTE courses? AVID courses? Which courses are more heavily populated with boys than girls or vice versa? These and other questions about course enrollments by demographics can be examined through a new Report #R000995 - School—Student Count per Course and Demographics. You are prompted to select the school year and schedule term. Under the optional selections button, you can narrow down your course search to one or more subject areas or only a particular set of courses (AP, for example). The report displays the number of students enrolled and the percent for each demographic.

Analyzing Gender (and Other Demographics)

Student Attendance Trends by Teacher and Course

Want to view the percent attendance by course? Which courses are students missing the most? Try this new Report #000988 School—YTD Attendance % by Teacher, Course and Section. The report shows each section taught by the teachers on your campus and the percent of student attendance for that course. The output displays the teacher, section number, and percent of absences. Clicking on the hyperlinked number will give you the actual list of students and their attendance in that course—including the number of days they have missed. For those courses that show low numbers, viewing the student list is helpful, as some sections represented have small numbers enrolled.

Reminder: Pull AVID Data Before July

Just a reminder to pull that EOY data for the AVID reports before rollover this summer. Once rollover is complete, campus users will no longer see their former 8th grade students or students who graduate. You will thank me next fall . . . .

Looking Back . . .

Want to refer to past issues of Decision Ed News? You will find all the newsletters posted under Decision Ed Resources on the Evaluation page of the district website. Just select “Evaluation” under the “Departments” tab.

BONUS!

When you are away from the office, you can access the Decision Ed Login link from the Evaluation page. No need to remember the web address!